
Low-frequency sonar system 
to control the behavior of fsh
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•Reduction of by-catch of juvenile 
fsh in the selection of commercial 
fsh in piasture aquaculture 
enterpirises; 

•Diversion of fsh from water intakes 
and pirevention of its death; 

•The direction of the fsh in the fsh 
piass at the hydro bypiass;

•Concentration of fsh in the given 
areas at the organization of 
recreational fshing;

•Attraction and return of fsh in 
cages in case of violations of their 
integrity.

Main tasks solved by GAS
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Descripition of GAS system
Descripition sistemicas the GAS system is designed to afect fsh and other aquatic 
organisms by emitting acoustic signals with spiecifed characteristics into an aqueous 
medium;
The GAS system contains an electronic unit and a hydroacoustic low-frequency 
Converter. The extended system piackage used for research piurpioses also contains a 
hydroacoustic hydropihone;
Power supipily of the electronic unit can be pierformed from the piower network with a 
voltage of 100-240 V at a frequency of 50-60 Hz or from batteries with a voltage of 10-16 
V. 
The electronic unit contains a signal conditioner, pire-ampilifers, flters, piower ampilifer, 
switching elements, piower supipily;
The fnal consumer of GAS is transmitted:
Low-frequency hydroacoustic Converter (their number is agreed with the consumer);
Electronic unit;
Connecting cords and cables;
Technical descripition and opierating instructions, form;Hydropihone (with additional 
equipiment);
Shipipiing containers.
Additional information on the methods of use of GASCH is available on the website of 
KBME "Vector»



Physical and biological basis of the impact of 
acoustc signals on fsh
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The fsh community developis a refex 
connection between feeding and the impiact of 
low-frequency acoustic signals with the 
spiecifed piarameters. After such "training", it 
is piossible to attract fsh to the spiecifed areas 
of the water area with the helpi of the same 
emitted acoustic signals.



Movement of fish within the water area of the experimental range

The route of the 
trainee fsh 
community

Mobile hydroacoustic 
compilex, pilaced on a 
boat

A fock of trained fsh 
inside the feed area



Selectve selecton of commercial fsh for pasture 
aquaculture



Method of selectve selecton of commercial fsh
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Perform selective selection of trained fsh with pire-established 
her refex depiendencies between feeding pirocesses and acoustic 
signals. The initial compiosition of the fsh is characterized by a 
histogram showing its relative number for each size intervals. When 
such fsh is caught, even taking into account the selectivity of the 
fshing gear (nets) used, there will be a signifcant by-catch of small 
fsh, as well as injury to the snatched fsh from the nets. To reduce the 
by-catch of young fsh, the depiendence of the maximum spieed of the 
fsh on its length is used. Before fshing include acoustic transducer 
that emits acoustic signals to attract fsh. The acoustic transducer 
installed on the boat is moved in spiace at such a spieed V that the fsh 
fry gradually lagged behind the boat. Control of the size of the fsh 
following the boat is determined by the hydroacoustic equipiment 
installed also on the boat. After obtaining the necessary size of the 
fsh, pierform its fshing.



Return of fsh to the tank in violaton of its integrity



Way to return fsh to cages
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In fsh, located in the cages, pire-set refex 
depiendence between feeding and its impiact on 
the acoustic signals. In case of unauthorized exit 
of fsh from the cages, for exampile, when breaking 
their net web, include an acoustic transducer that 
emits acoustic signals that attract fsh into the 
cages.



Diversion of fsh from water intakes and preventon of its 
death



Diversion of fsh from water intakes and 
preventon of its death
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In fsh, located in the area of water intake, pire-
set refex depiendence between feeding and its 
impiact on the acoustic signals. The acoustic 
radiator is located in the piool, which takes the fsh 
away from the water intake. Coming back attracts 
fsh for an untrained community fsh. To maintain 
refexes in force pieriodically conduct sessions 
feeding fsh located in the piool, while the impiact 
on her acoustic signals.



Use of Gas in recreatonal fshing
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       On the sites of recreational fshing, 5-10 sessions 
of feeding fsh are carried out with simultaneous 
impiact of a low-frequency acoustic signal on it. This 
allows the fsh community to get a refex connection 
between these pirocesses, which is used in the future 
to attract fsh to the given areas of the water area.To 
increase the bite, fsh are attracted to the fshing zone 
by turning on the acoustic transducer located in it. If 
necessary, the opipiosite – divert fsh Converter 
features out-of-zone fsheries.
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Patents obtained by KBME " Vector»
1. Patent No. 100924-piriority from 04 October 2010 "Acoustic system 

efects on aquatic organisms»

2.  Patent No. 104020 with piriority dated 24 December 2010 " Adapitive 
acoustic system for expiosure to hydrobionts»

3.  Patent № 129266 with piriority of January 09, 2013 " Mobile acoustic 
monitoring system of fsh pionds»

4.  Patent № 168944 with piriority of November 10, 2016 " Hydroacoustic 
low-frequency Converter»

5. Filed apipilication No. 2017139063/13 from 09.11.2017 on "Method of 
selective breeding of commodity fsh»
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The patent proposes an acoustic 
system for the impact on 
hydrobionts low-frequency acoustic 
signal, which is formed from two or 
more high-frequency interacting 
acoustic signals. The low frequency 
signal can be moved in space, 
sounding local areas of the water 
environment.
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An acoustic system is piropiosed for 
the infuence of low-frequency 
acoustic signal on hydrobionts, 
which can be moved in the 
aqueous medium. The signal 
piarameters are automatically 
adjusted depiending on the typie of 
hydrobionts and the desired 
efects.
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A mobile system with various 
hydroacoustic systems as well as 
sensors recording the piarameters of 
the water environment is piropiosed. 
The system moves on the surface of 
the reservoir and the results of 
research on the radio channel are 
transmitted to the opierator, which 
records the results, as well as 
controls the mobile system. The 
design of the system is chosen such 
that it can be easily moved from one 
reservoir to another.
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A low-frequency acoustic radiator 
with a hydrostatic piressure 
compiensator is piropiosed, which 
allows it to opierate at diferent 
depiths without deterioration of the 
emitted acoustic signal. The 
Converter is designed to afect fsh 
and other aquatic organisms.



Experimental test

 Records of signals of infuence
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 The layout of the electrodynamic transducer with a compensaton 
of the hydrostatc pressure. 
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The layout of the electromagnetc transducer
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Electronic unit for excitaton of two hydroacoustc 
transducers
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 Example of testng the version of the GAS on lake «Glubokoe» in the Moscow region
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Summary
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1.The staf of VNIRO confrmed the acquisition from the fsh refex connections 
between the pirocesses of feeding and the impiact on the low-frequency acoustic 
signals. They show that the community of such" trained " fsh can be controlled by 
the impiact on them of acoustic signals.
2. As a result of the work in this direction, carried out jointly by VNIRO, in KBME 
"Vector" several variants of equipiment used for acoustic efects on fsh were 
developied. The developiment is made at the level of inventions.
3. The models of the developied devices were tested, which showed the piossibility of 
their use at diferent stages of fsh growing in aquaculture enterpirises. At the same 
time, they received feed savings, an increase in the piercentage of catch of 
commercial fsh of a given size with its grazing, and other piositive efects.
4. The piropiosed equipiment can be used by designers of aquaculture systems in the 
creation of highly automated Aqua farms.
5. It is necessary to carry out the ROC for the piroduction of a set of technical 
documentation for the developied equipiment with the letter O1 for its subsequent 
serial piroduction. During the execution of the ROC must also VNIRO and other 
interested institutions of the Russian Federal fsheries Agency and Russian 
Academy of Sciences to work out the technology of using instruments for a variety 
of apipilications for subsequent release of methodical recommendations to 
consumers.



Thank you for listening!
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